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Dear Physicians for Haiti Supporter,
 
As you will read in the following pages, 2013 was a very full, exciting year for us 
and our Haitian partners.  Over the past 12 months, we introduced three major 
new initiatives, including the Pataje Sante leadership program, a three-week 
Social Medicine Course, and the Teach the Teacher medical educator training 
program; reached hundreds of Haitian health professionals and students with 
our Visiting Professor Program; held our largest-ever capacity-building confer-
ence for Haitian healthcare professionals; launched a series of computer-based 
learning modules for practitioners working in resource-limited settings; and 
much more.  
 
We are deeply grateful to all of those who have made, and continue to make, 
all of this possible: our generous donors, our tireless and dedicated volunteers, 
and, most of all, our Haitian partners, who provide us with inspiration, ideas, 
and feedback on a daily basis.   

We are often reminded of the Haitian proverb that goes, “Men anpil chay pa 
lou” (Many hands make the load lighter). Our Haitian colleagues are doing 
some very heavy lifting as they lead the march towards a healthier future for 
Haiti, and to have the opportunity to support their tireless efforts - to connect 
them with tools to help lighten their load - is a privilege.  

Thank you for supporting our work and for helping to make a difference, both 
today and for many years to come.

Michelle Morse, MD, MPH     and Zadok Sacks, MD
Founding Co-Directors



team

We work in close collaboration 
with our Haitian partners to 

develop innovative learning tools 
and professional development 

trainings, supporting them as they
 build a stronger healthcare system 

and a healthier Haiti from within.

Physicians for Haiti is a non-
profit organization dedicated 

to promoting excellence in 
Haitian medical education. 
Our mission is to inspire, 

empower and support the 
development of leaders 

among Haiti’s next 
generation of health 

professionals. 
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teaCH         teaCHer
Inadequate numbers of health personnel and a lack of training opportunities 
contribute to poor health outcomes throughout the developing world. In re-
cent years many developing countries, including Haiti, have started to pri-
oritize expansion and training of the healthcare workforce. However, these 
countries often also face a shortage of experienced medical instructors and 
supervisors, making it difficult to train the next generation effectively.

Responding to requests from our Haitian colleagues, P4H introduced its in-
novative Teach the Teacher program in 2013. Designed to provide medical 
and nursing educators working in low-resource settings with the skills they 
need to become the best teachers they can be, the program gives participants 
a foundation in educational best practices and provides them with ongoing 
feedback and support as they work those practices into their teaching over 
time.

With the help of our local partner, the University Hospital of Mirebalais, 18 
health professionals joined us for our inaugural Teach the Teacher course this 
past November, participating in a series of lectures, workshops, and practical 
sessions.  Upon completion of the course, 100% of the participants felt that 
the training was important to their work and rated themselves as more confi-
dent in their teaching ability. Qualitative feedback was exceedingly positive, 
with many participants expressing the view that “this training should be avail-
able to all clinicians.” Encouraged by the success of this pilot program, we 
are looking forward to expanding the curriculum with increased emphasis on 
nursing educators in 2014.
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ConferenCe 
partiCipants

With no formal continuing medical education system and few organized 
educational activities, Haiti’s doctors and nurses face challenging cases and 
difficult working conditions with little opportunity to learn from and be 
supported by their peers. Dedicated to filling this gap, P4H held its third 
annual medical education and leadership conference in November. Titled 
Lidèchip nan Swen Sante: Ayiti 2013 e pi lwen ankò (Leadership in Medi-
cal Education: Haiti 2013 and Beyond), the conference attracted nearly 175 
physicians, nurses, students, and allied health professionals from around 
Haiti. Speakers included Dr. Eunice Derivois Merisier of the Haitian Ministry 
of Health, Dr. Sanjiv Chopra of Harvard Medical School, and Dr. Frank Dom-
ino of the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

Now the largest and longest-running medical education conference in the 
country, P4H’s annual conference provides a valuable opportunity for health 
professionals to network with their peers, hear from leading experts from 
Haiti and around the world, and learn about inspiring initiatives taking place 
around the country. We look forward to expanding the conference to reach 
even more Haitian professionals in 2014. 
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OUR NEW C
In order for physicians and nurses to provide effective care, it is critical 
that they take into account the social and economic factors that affect 
their patients’ health. This is particularly important in countries such as 
Haiti, where social and economic factors have an enormous impact on 
health outcomes. 

In July 2013, P4H successfully ran its inaugural Social Medicine Course 
in collaboration with SocMed, Inc and the University of the Aristide 
Foundation (UNIFA). Beyond the Biological Basis of Disease: The Social 
and Economic Causation of Illness exposed international and Haitian 
students to the fundamentals of social medicine and global health, help-
ing them develop the knowledge and perspective to become leaders in 
the global health arena. As one student put it, “This course is a sim-
ply unforgettable, wonderful experience which encourages reflection 
and growth.” Designed to provide students with the necessary tools to 
address pressing global health concerns, the course placed particular 
emphasis on the social factors that impact health. After the course, one 
student remarked, “I feel inspired and well prepared to be active in the 
community”. 

In July 2014, P4H will open up the second annual Social Medicine Course 
to all allied health profession students, facilitating cooperation and col-
laboration across the healthcare system and providing a wider range of 
participants with what our students have called “the information that 
is necessary to change the system.” We look forward to continuing to 
foster an awareness of the socioeconomic roots of illness and a passion 
for social medicine in the next generation of healthcare leaders, in Haiti 
and abroad. 

LASSROOM
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CompUter-BaseD
Most currently-available medical education resources focus on the      health 
problems of high-resource countries and assume access to tools that are 
often unavailable in limited-resource settings like Haiti. Furthermore, these 
textbooks and online tools are often not available in the languages spoken 
by our Haitian colleagues. Physicians for Haiti, in partnership with the Har-
vard Medical School Department of Continuing Education, was pleased to 
release its first interactive online modules geared towards resource-limit-
ed settings in November 2013. These modules are available in both French 
and English and are free for practitioners in many low-income countries, 
including Haiti. We will be publishing additional modules in the series in 
early 2014.

At P4H, we believe that collaboration between doctors, nurses, and other 
allied health professionals is essential to building a strong and self-sustain-
ing system. As such, we prioritize the expansion of our nursing programs 
and the inclusion of nurses in all of our programs and events. In 2013, our 
nursing team continued to grow, and we formed a nursing research group 
to investigate the educational and professional development needs of nurs-
es in Haiti.  We also continued working with our partners at St. Boniface 
Hospital to develop more nursing protocols that are specifically designed 
for use in resource-limited settings, with a total of 14 protocols developed 
to date; held a number of training courses for nurses on topics ranging from 
cardiac care to CPR; and provided scholarships for three Haitian nurses to 
attend a diabetes conference in Haiti this past April.  We look forward to 
continuing to expand our nursing programs in 2014.

Haiti ranks last in the world in water security, which has contributed to the 
world’s worst cholera epidemic of the past century. The death toll contin-
ued to rise to over 8,000 victims in 2013. We strongly believe that universal 
access to clean water is both a necessary step towards a healthy Haiti and 
a right for all citizens. By providing consistent, reliable medical information 
and advice to multiple parties and policymakers, P4H continues to play 
a major role in ensuring that the struggle to secure the right to water is 
founded in robust evidence and research.

In 2013, the Advocacy Committee’s expertise was utilized by UN policymak-
ers, several governments, and the groups legally representing Haitians af-
fected by the cholera epidemic. Their work was also presented at numerous 
international conferences and keynote addresses. In addition, an unprece-
dented report card evaluating the UN response to the cholera epidemic was 
published by P4H in May 2013. The report was met with coverage by major 
media outlets, and both the UN and advocacy groups used the tool in their 
assessments. 



At P4H, we recognize that strong leaders and managers are an essential 
part of any well-functioning healthcare system.  Unfortunately, Haitian 
healthcare professionals currently face a shortage of leadership and 
management training opportunities. They also work within institutions 
that lack the type of formal Quality Improvement (QI) programs that US 
institutions use to optimize the care they deliver. 

In 2013, P4H launched an initiative designed to fill both of these gaps. 
Adapted from Management Sciences for Health’s Leadership Develop-
ment Program, our inaugural nine-month-long Pataje Sante (Sharing 
Health) program provided 20 physicians, nurses, and other allied health 
professionals at St. Boniface Hospital with in-depth training in the prin-
ciples of QI and leadership. One participant noted, “This is a useful train-
ing to have because it isn’t taught in Haiti. People learn how to repeat 
things, but this training teaches creativity and problem solving.” Over 
the course of the program, three multi-disciplinary teams worked to de-
sign, implement, and evaluate QI projects focused on improving patient 
care and hospital systems related to diabetes, hypertension, and the 
hospital’s blood bank.

In evaluating this program, we found that while the QI projects them-
selves are likely to lead to significant improvements in patient care, 
perhaps the greatest benefit of Pataje Sante is improved leadership and 
communication across hospital departments. As one participant put it, 
“Pataje Sante showed me that leadership isn’t something you do as an 
individual, but something you do as a team. Leadership…[helps] people 
to reflect and create together, so they can work to improve a situation.” 

pataje
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In 2013, we expanded this program to reach even more Haitian medical pro-
fessionals and students: so far, 19 courses have been offered to our partner 
institutions in Haiti, reaching over 600 medical and nursing students and 
500 health professionals. Our partners’ feedback has been overwhelmingly 
positive: one recent participant remarked that “I am even more interested in 
my profession after this seminar - I really enjoyed it,” while another stated, 
“I hope that P4H will always be there to help us learn and grow.” We are 
looking forward to expanding the range of courses we offer in 2014, pro-
viding even more opportunities for our partners to learn from international 
experts and improve the quality of care they provide to their patients. 

VISITINg 
PROFESSOR 
TRIPS FROM 
2011 - 2013

19

HAITIAN MEDICAL & NURSINg 
STUDENTS REACHED IN 2013-2014

600+

Most Haitian health professionals rarely have opportunities to interact with 
the global medical community or to continue their education after gradu-
ating from medical or nursing school. Launched in 2011, our Visiting Profes-
sor Program helps to ensure that our Haitian colleagues have access to the 
same range of educational opportunities and cutting-edge knowledge as 
their peers in other countries by matching international experts with schools 
and hospitals in Haiti that have expressed interest in their specific skill set. 
Visiting professors teach a short (1-3 week) course at the host institution, 
facilitating bidirectional exchange and fostering international partnerships. 
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Michelle Morse, MD, MPH 
Founding Co-Director
Zadok Sacks, MD 
Founding Co-Director
Jill Caporiccio, RN
Chris Curry, MD, PhD
Leon David, MA
Wit Davis, DO, MPH
James Hudspeth, MD
Thea James, MD
Marisa Nadas, MD, MPH
Rishi Rattan, MD

Sanjiv Chopra, MD 
(Faculty Dean for Continuing 
Medical Education, 
Harvard Medical School)

Paul Farmer, MD, PhD 
(Founding Director, 
Partners In Health)

Loune Viaud, LLD 
(Director of Strategic Planning 
and Operations, Zanmi Lasante)

Chris Curry, MD, PhD (Monitoring and Evaluation)
Erica Felker-Kantor, MPH (Monitoring and Evaluation)
Marjorie Lacombe, BA (Outreach and Development)
James Hudspeth, MD (Curriculum Development)
Marisa Nadas, MD, MPH (Implementation)
Rishi Rattan, MD (Advocacy)
Casey Fox, BA (Executive Officer)
Carlo Louis-Charles (Program Administrator) 

Wunmi Aibana (Treasurer) - Lindsay Andrus (Medical Education Conf.) - Jessica Akimova (Outreach & Dvlpmt.) - Alice Alsup (Medical Education Conf.) - Safira 
Amazan (French & Haitian Creole Trans.) - Sonya Chemouni Bach (French Trans.) - Joe Brew (French Trans.) - Julio Cesar (Haitian Creole Instructor) - Francky 
Cledomin (Haitian Creole Instructor) - Laura Corbett (Curriculum Dvlpmt.) - Charlotte Davis (Outreach & Dvlpmt.) - Wit Davis (Outreach & Dvlpmt.) - Leanne 
Demery (French Trans.) - Panayotta Delinois (French Trans.) - Christelle Dossous (Haitian Creole Trans.) - Kobel Dubique (Mentorship Prgm.) - Elizabeth 
Dupont (Visiting Professor Prgm.) - Juliette Flam (Human Resources & Triage Coord.) - Brittany galvin (Haitian Creole Trans. & Instructor) - Marsha guillaume 
(Haitian Creole Tutor) - Roxane Handal (Haitian Creole Instructor & Coord.) - Claire Hartung (French Trans.) - Manouchka Jacques (Haitian Creole Instructor) 
- Rebecca Joachim (Haitian Creole Tutor) - Myrlene Jeudy (Haitian Creole Instructor) - Sindhura Kodali (Curriculum Dvlpmnt.) - Vicky Koski-Korrel (Advoca-
cy) - Linda Li (Outreach & Dvlpmt.) - Kettie Louis (Haitian Creole Instructor) - Linda Lubin (Curriculum Dvlpmt.) - Patricia Mathelier (Social Medicine Course) 
- Rachelle Mathurin (Teach the Teacher) - Ingrid Maurice (French Trans.) - Jacqueline McNabb (French Trans.) - Megan Nestor (Haitian Creole Trans.) - Arvind 
Nishtala (Curriculum Dvlpmt.) - Adetoun Olateju (Curriculum Dvlpmt.) - Dickens Pierre-Louis (Haitian Creole Instructor) - Kerry Quealy (Curriculum Dvlpmt.) - 
Nadia Raymond (Haitian Creole Instructor) - Pierre Raymond (Haitian Creole Instructor) - Agathe Streiff (French Trans.) - Katia Vernord (French Trans.)- Matt 
Wilson (French Trans.) - Linda Xia (French Trans.)



OUR FINANCES

Value of Volunteer Services*................... 239,425
Administration and Fundraising Costs over Total 
Expenses and Value of Volunteer Services .......... 4.9%

*Figure is a conservative estimate based on the Independent Sector’s 2012 estimat-
ed value of volunteer time of (22.14) per hour for all volunteer hours not requiring 
specialized skills; the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ 2012 mean hourly wage data for vol-
unteer hours requiring specialized skills; and the out-of-pocket, unreimbursed travel 
costs incurred by volunteers traveling to Haiti on P4H business. 

type amoUnt (UsD)

TOTAL ..................................................................... 102,869

Private Contributions .......................................
Reimbursements from grants ........................ 
Other Fundraising Income .............................. 
Creole Class Revenue ....................................... 
Social Medicine Course fees ........................... 
Refunds and Credits .........................................

78,435
3,464
3,229
6,332
10,678
731

amoUnt (UsD)type
Continuing Medical Education Programs  ...............
Leadership & Professional Dvlpmt Training ........... 
Monitoring & Evaluation and Academic Prgms ..... 
Social Medicine Course ................................................ 
Administration & Human Resources ......................... 
Fundraising and Outreach ........................................... 

29,662
27,531
763
46,545
14,677
3,195

TOTAL .................................................................................. 122,373

Change in Net Assets  ................................................... -19,503
Net Assets, Beginning of year .................................. 25,999
Net Assets, End of year ............................................... 6,496
Contributions Receivable in 2014 ............................ 125,000

amoUnt (UsD)type

CORE PARTNERS: Medical Students for Haiti    Partners In Health/ Zanmi Lasante    
Saint Boniface Haiti Foundation    Still Harbor    SocMed global, Inc.     University of the 
Aristide Foundation ADDITIONAL PARTNERS: 1000 Jobs Haiti    Association of Haitian 
Women in Boston (AFAB)     Boston Haiti Health Support Team (BHHST)    Boston Mothers 
Care    Canada Haiti Action Network (CHAN)    FACE AIDS    Foundation for the Techno-
logical and Economic Advancement of Mirebalais (FATEM)    Haitian Coalition of Somerville    
Haiti Medical Education Project    Harvard for Haiti    Health Information for All by 2015 
(HIFA2015)    Hope for Haiti    Massachusetts Coalition of Haitian Hometown Associations 
(MACHHA)   Ultralingua  SPECIAL THANKS TO: The Lawyers Clearinghouse, Dechert 
LLP, Foley Hoag LLP, and Ropes and gray LLP    Ankur Asthana    Eric Jacobson    Aimee 
Walker CONTRIBUTIONS (2013) $5000+: Marshall Wolf and Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital   $1000-$4999: Marjorie and Charles Benton    Anonymous x 2    Paul and Didi 
Farmer    Nathan Treadwell    Morton and Carolyn Sacks    Congregation B’nai Brith    The 
Justice Project    Nancy R Krasa and Robert S Schwartz  $250-$999: Melissa Wohlge-
muth    Juliette Flam    John Packard    yonatan grad    Sunil garg    John Durfee and Pree-
ti Patel    Richard Parritz    Joel and Laura Katz     gregory Kane    Howard Hiatt    Jeremy 
Hutzel    Mothusi Chilume    Vivek garg and Anita Kumar    Ernest Johnson    John R Davis 
and Vivian Witkind Davis  $100-$249: Carolann Kinzel    Eric Hwang    Natasha Archer    
Alexandra Kovach    Vincent Quealy    Chad Ellermeier    Mark Kimball    Michael Packard    
Mardge and gordy Cohen    Katherine Jones    Lauren Schlanger    Laura Houser    Dibbon 
Joy    Thomas Rassweiler    Jonathan and Leanne Parr    Daniel Kimball    Vivian Kimball    
Amy Pasternack    John M. Packard    Elizabeth Stier    Constance Liu    Jodi Abbott    Sheela 
and Duncan Maru    Elisabeth Baron    Joshua Richman    Marlene Rifkin    Brett Ley    Arie 
Zimmerman    Michael Barnett    Nicholas Stine    Varun Saxena    Daniel Mason    Mary Nick-
elberry    Erika Sacks    Elizabeth gagliardi    Danyel Dean    Noah and Steph Rindos    Deb-
orah and Jeff Hallowell    Erica Felker-Kantor    Hannah Reese    Stephanie Dukhovny    Lau-
ren Becton    Becky Hoffman    Tom and Marilyn Baker    Micah and Rachel Scott    Robert 
Bellanich    Stephen Symes    Donna Astiz    Dale gardner-Fox    Patrick Hutzel    Mark 
Baron  $1-$99: Lauren Spahn    Shuhei Kodama    Sam Zipursky    Leah Ferrucci    Marta 
Herschkopf    Caroline Lindsley    Jonathan Kern    Lydia Pace    Natalia Reagan    Michael 
Robertson    Meghan geary    Emily Wroe    Bhavjot Bindra    Shannon Bell    Robert Blat-
man    Christopher Wetzel-Sia    Mary Carlo Jennings    Stephanie Handler    Vera Caporic-
cio    Robbie Nadas    Susan Taricani    Doug and Laura Nepodal    Adam Pesce    John Teton    
Debra Johnson Morse    Carol Donovan    Lauren Johnston    Michelle Monteiro    Kather-
ine Caporiccio    Marian Rothstein    Ryan Schwarz    Beth McCarthy    Joshua Hill    Judith 
Caporiccio    Claude Hillel    Alvaro Rojas    Robert and Janice Caporiccio    Jenny Blumberg    
Amy Pechukas    Annie P Michaelis    Anna Volerman Beaser    Charles Barnett and Julia 
DiBenigno    H. William Taeusch    Rita Mendelsohn    Alison Noone    John Sanders    Nathan 
Bahr     Tommy Malta    Anna Sacks    Stephanie Bartelt     Erika Sacks    The Boston Consult-
ing Group    Anne Massed    Robert Orefice
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phYsiCians for haiti,  inC.
p.o. BoX 1575

BrooKlinE, ma 02446

WWW.pHysiCiansforHaiti.org

Physicians for Haiti is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
2010 - 2014

Special thanks to Anna Bakeman for the photographs


